3-4-2008
Barnes & Noble
Small Press Department
122 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10011
To Whom it May Concern:
Enclosed herewith please find my book, © 1978 The Ideal
Educational System/Two
System/Two Teachers in Every Classroom (TTEC).
With all due respect, this
this book SHOWS what the future of
Education WILL look like. It tells, step by step, why, how,
when, where, the system was born.
The book also reveals many newspaper articles, written by
reporters, learned people, and members of academia, which
show dates,
dates, (inch
(inch by inch), their creeping steps, towards the
use of my system.
Unfortunately, China has recently taken a GIANT step towards
a TTECTTEC-like Educational system in the Philippines.
The Chinese have granted a “concessionary loan” of 500
Million Dollars, to the Philippine Government to pay to a
Chinese company, for the implementation of their system,
[CYBER EDUCATION PROJECT (CEP)].
See the Addendum herein at Pages #117
#117 to #123,
#123, which
compares the Chinese CEP to my TTEC. It graphically points
points out
(13 points) of similarities and differences relative to each other,
…. 500 Million Dollars worth ! ? ! W O W !
While I am an unknown person, and NOT a member of academia,
the fact that the Philippines are investing (rightly so), a starting
investment
investment of ½ Billion Dollars, for a system NOT quite as good

as TTEC, lends important credibility to my claims/system, as
written in my Book.
NOTE the copyright date of the original conception …
© 1978 The Ideal Educational System/
System/Two Teachers in Every
Every
Classroom (TTEC)!
Since I am NOT affiliated with any publishing company, at this
time, I have NO marketing plan with which to promote my book.
I would look for direction from:
#1 someone/company, who has READ the book and believes
that it IS …. the BEST educational system ever devised!
#2 Someone skilled or competent enough, to let the authorities/
academia, educational leaders/public know, that this is the BEST
system to educate the masses.
Very importantly, it will seriously reduce the tax
tax burden on the
people, besides many many, other fringe benefits, (as elucidated
in the Book) !
The ISBN number is 978978-0-80598059-76297629-8. There is a suggested
retail price of $14.00 (printed on the cover). I believe the sales
price is NOT unreasonable.
I have printed, and have, already in my possession, (March 3,
2008), about (175)
(175) finished copies, which may be shipped as
quickly as might be required.
The Book cover IS BarBar-coded. The title DOES appear on the spine.
Since this is a selfself-published book, I have NO wholesaler NOR
marketing plans, in place at this time.
I also feel, that it is a very easy … read … ! There are few
paragraphs, (if any), longer than (6) sentences. There are NO
unexplainable, daunting formulae, contained therein, NOR
technical
technical wording, to plague prospective readers!

Humbly written: Last …. but NOT least. At Barnes & Noble’s
sole discretion, it might be found, that Barnes & Noble has
assisted, in the dissemination of, one of the most important books
ever written, by a citizen of the United States !
Sincerely written,
Carmine Cifaldi
7435 Fairlinks Court
Sarasota, Florida 34243
(941) 351351-8616
Cifaldi.org
ccifaldi@tampabay.rr.com

